EMV

The Time is Now

With the October 1 liability shift behind us, U.S. merchants who

We know best practices, developed key technology partnerships,

haven’t transitioned their point-of-sale infrastructure to support

and understand the pitfalls to avoid when it comes to EMV. Our

EMV need to do so as soon as possible. Experts estimate that

knowledge and expertise helps merchants ensure a smooth transition

card-related fraud may cost the U.S. card payments industry

as they upgrade their payments infrastructure in the United States

$10 billion this year. With the lesser-EMV compliant entity now

and beyond.

shouldering that cost, lack of EMV compliance could potentially cost
merchants millions of dollars if they are not set up to support EMV.

Deliver omnichannel Experiences with one global integration
Adyen has built the world’s most modern payments infrastructure

Adyen: EMV experts at your service

from the ground up, providing merchants with the ability to process

Co-headquartered in Europe, where EMV has been the standard for

in-store, online and mobile transactions around the world. In addition,

years, Adyen has deep expertise in EMV with years of experience

our global solution means when merchants integrate with us in one

working with merchants and EMV solutions across the globe. Our

country, they are integrated around the world.

platform is already set up to be EMV-compliant and is in line with
the latest security standards; it is capable of handling all EMV

Risk & data management: maximize revenue

transactions, including chip-and-signature as well as chip-and-PIN.

Our merchants benefit from our embedded risk management

With our integrated approach, merchants are not required to have

software, RevenueProtect, which leverages advanced machine

EMV certification, and do not need full PCI certification. All of the

learning to identify the shopper behind the transaction. Our

Adyen-provided terminals are end-to-end encrypted, and no external

data-driven approach means merchants can closely monitor and

software will have access to PCI-sensitive data.

improve authorization rates, while decreasing fraud and chargebacks,
and ultimately increasing revenue.

www.adyen.com

Adyen point-of-sale options

EMV: Today and in the future

We have a wide range of POS solutions with a variety of EMV-enabled

EMV represents an enormous opportunity for merchants. Merchants

terminals to cover multiple use cases, from traditional countertop

should benefit from reduced card-present fraud in their stores. By

payments to in-store mobility or endless-aisle scenarios. Adyen

enabling EMV, retailers will also automatically support mobile and

terminals can run in standalone mode or integrate with traditional

contactless payments. Finally, the required transition is an opportunity

cash registers, cloud/SaaS point-of- sale, and mPOS systems. We offer

for merchants to integrate their POS and e-commerce infrastructure

quick integration modes for iOS and Android (App2App/Web2App) as

to deliver shopping experiences of the future. Ultimately, shoppers

well as libraries for complete integrations for cash registers, laptops,

are looking for broader ways to connect with merchants, and EMV is

tablets and smartphones running over Windows, iOS, Android, MacOS

just the beginning.

X and Linux.
Fast facts
Adyen terminals

Deadline for Liability Shift in U.S.:

10/1/15

Cost of “card skimming” fraud to issuers in
the U.S.:

$3.4B

•• Multimedia: MX915/MX925

Cost of “card skimming” fraud to merchants
in the U.S.:

$1.9B

One partner: technology, processing, and acquiring

Countries Currently Using EMV:

80+

Total EMV Payment Cards Worldwide:

1.77B

Fraud Reduction in the EU Since EMV
Implementation:

80%

POS Devices Currently Accepting
EMV Globally:

76%

Current Number of EMV Cards
Issued in the U.S.:

120M

Current Number of EMV Cards
Issued Outside the U.S.:

2,778M

Number of active EMV terminals in
the U.S. by 2017:

12.5M

Number of Annual POS Transactions in
the U.S.:

28B

•• Countertop: VX820, VX820 DUET
•• Wireless (Wifi): VX680, VX675, VX690
•• Mobile: e315M and soon e355 series
•• Unattended: UX Series

With Adyen, merchants can work with a single partner and eliminate
complexity. From providing industry-leading Verifone terminals, to
handling all of the back-end processing and acquiring, Adyen does
it all. Adyen has local acquiring capabilities both in the United States
and in Europe.
Our retail customers: Well-known, global brands

www.adyen.com

